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If you want somewhere new and exciting to explore this summer,
Mexico should be the first place on your list. Mexico is a
stunning country below North America and is full of character,
amazing weather and festivals all year round.
The summer time is the ideal time to visit this amazing part
of the world, and if you book a stay with Fairfield Inn &
Suites Queretaro you can spend time exploring the historical
sites, natural wonders and paranormal spots. Here are the top
5 things you have to see this year in Mexico.

1. Cancún and the Mayan Riviera

The beaches of Mexico are some of the most popular in the
world, and it isn’t hard to see why. With crystal clear
waters, soft sands and blue skies, there is no better place to
spend a summer’s day. The beaches in Cancun offer a wide range
of activities such as diving, snorkelling, swimming and
surfing. You can spend a day just enjoying the coast and
having some fun in the water.

2. Puerto Vallarta
This coastal city is a beautiful part of the country which
remains untouched by modern development. If you want to travel
back to simpler times and enjoy the peace and call of a
classic Mexican city, this is the ideal place to be. Puerto
Vallarta is full unique stores, amazing food and some peaceful
green spaces.

3. Cabo San Lucas and the Los Cabos Corridor
If you travel down to the southern tip of Mexico you will be
able to enjoy the most stunning beach in the whole of Mexico.
The Los Cabos Corridor is a 30km strip of pristine beaches
which is the perfect place to relax, take in the summer sun
and get that tan you’ve always wanted. You can even enjoy a
cocktail on the beach as you watch other members of your
family swimming in the sea.

4. Copper Canyon

Situated in the city which birthed every celebrity’s favourite
breed of dog: the Copper Canyon in Chihuahua is the Mexican
equivalent to the Grand Canyon in the USA. It is one of the

most breathtaking sights in the entire country and is the
perfect place to take photographs and make some amazing
memories. The walls of the canyon are a striking copper with
green running throughout, and it is really a beautiful place
to spend your day.

5. Chichén Itzá: The Mayan Metropolis
You may already know that Mexico is the home of the ancient
race known as the Mayans. If you take a visit to the city of
Chichén Itzá, you will be able to truly travel back and see
the full extent of how the Mayan people lived their lives.
This is one of the most popular destinations in the country
and it isn’t hard to see why. If you love to learn about
history and about people, this is the perfect place to spend
your day. You will be able to see the Pyramid of Kukulkán as
well as a thousand-year-old observatory which stands tall in
the space and proves how advanced these people really were.
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